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Company: CDL Software

Location: United Kingdom

Category: computer-and-mathematical

We are looking for a talented Data Engineer who would relish the opportunity to work with our

leading a cloud based, high-speed, secure data solution. Do you enjoy working as part of a

collaborative, inspiring culture? If you are a Data Engineer who has experience working

within cloud environment, we would like to hear from you!

We are looking for a Data Engineer to join our growing team of BI System and Data Engineers

working on our cloud-based data solution product Kingfisher. Our Kingfisher product

produces high-speed data management information dashboards, that replicates our core

system data or any other complex data within minutes of changes taking place enabling

clients and data scientists to make decisions.

About us:  

CDL has established its position as a market leader in the highly competitive retail insurance

sector by consistently creating powerful software solutions that deliver competitive and

innovative advantage to our customers. We've custom-built our own modern, open offices

set in our own landscaped campus in Stockport, employing over 600 staff, providing for over

100 internet brands (Asda, Tesco, Money Supermarket, Swinton, AA, and Sainsbury’s) to

name a few.

As part of the Data Services team you will work on CDL’s high performance business

intelligence (BI) and management information solution that enables customers to derive
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powerful insight and value from the data that they hold. Built using cloud technology,

currently AWS, it provides performance, scalability and flexibility.

We have built a collaborative and creative culture where we employ agile techniques to deliver

our pace-setting applications. We are also proud to have achieved the Top Employee

2019. We like to work in small, focused groups so you are always learning from people around

you and you feel a part of the success of each project you are involved with. Department

Data Services Employment Type Permanent - Full Time Location North West UK - Hybrid

Workplace type Hybrid This role's hiring manager: Jed Shaw

Key Responsibilities

As a Data Engineer, you will have the opportunity to work in a fast-paced environment to

continue to develop and support our data platform solution. Working to a clear vision and

roadmap you will be part of a growing team, working collaboratively designing and

developing the solution.

Skills Knowledge and Expertise

Experience with Cloud using AWS

Has AWS Solution Architect Certification

Knows AWS in depth to handle multiple AWS services including Database and networking

Experience working with Elasticsearch or Opensearch

Good experience in Terraform

Good exposure to Jenkins or similar tools

Good understanding and proven experience within a Linux/Unix environment.

Familiarity with at least one scripting or programming language (Bash, Python, Go).

Experience with Automation Tools, such as,.Jenkins

Strong analytical and problem-solving skills.

Good Team player

Self driven Individual with a positive attitude



Experience in complex and highly available software systems

Bonus Points

Any experience with Finance Domain would be advantageous.

Experience working with clients 

Benefits

Hybrid Working (2+ Days a Week in the office)

Flexible hours

25 days holiday to start, increasing by 1 day per 1 year of service up to 30 days.

Top employer for 8th year running

Excellent training and development platform

Opportunities for career progression

Health and Wellbeing programme

Virtual activities, lunch and learns, coffee mornings and meetups.

Life and health assurance

Electric Vehicle Scheme

Established Recognition Award System

Great Parental Benefits

Diversity and Inclusion network 

Pension scheme

Community projects and volunteer days 

Refer a friend bonus 

Campus Benefits:

On-site free parking



Open plan modern offices

Quiet Spaces are also available

Shuttle bus to and from the station

Subsidised restaurant

Games room and chill out zone

Annual Hackathon Events

Social activities, regular social events through our social group Xtra, including a summer

BBQ, competitions, bowling, go-karting, football games, Winter party and much more!

Car wash, barber, yoga classes, boot camp and massage services all on site

Cycle to work scheme

Shower and dry rooms

About CDL Software

The UKs biggest insurance retailers rely on CDLs trend setting solutions to drive success

and growth. Our ambition and commitment has produced a track record of delivering exactly

that. The result is a client base that includes some of the most profitable insurance

operations in the UK.
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